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I Introduction: Scope of This Work
In the following sections an attempt v;il\ be mp.de to shov
how imagin^ ries teay "be applied to the solution of real ^robler
That the use of c triplex numbers as an instrument in solution
is not limited to any one phase of mathematics but has a wi&€
application will be evident from the diversity of topics
covered.
An elementary knowledge of the represents tion of complex
numbers, and operations wifcfe them will be assumed.
r
II Dehoivre* s Theorem, and Its Applicrtions
1. Delloivre's Theorem.^ If we -.Trite any co.rij.jlex number z
in its trigonometric form, tm r(cos8 + isinfl ) , then
z<n - r -n j.Cpg n Q + i sin nO) . In particular* if r-1, then
(cos 0+ i sin )'n m cos nO + i sin nO.
The above equation, known as Le -.Td ivre' s theorem, after
its discoverer, embodies one of the most famous theorems of
modern analysis. It nay he stated thus: Th e argument of the
nth p r.ve r o f any
_
comp lex number is ev.ur-1 to n timers t} $
argument of the numb er. The theorem may be shown to hold for
?ny value of n, negative, fractional, irrational, or even
imaginary, but unless n is integral cos nB + i sin nO
represents but one of the severs! values which (con- & + i siftH)
may have.
2, 3ine n8 'and Cosine nO in Terms of Si ne & and Co sine 6 «
Delloivre's theorem enables us to express ti e sine and cosine of
any multiple angle na in terms of powers of the sine and cosine
of . ¥e need only compare sepprptely the rerl parts and
the imagine ry parts of
cos nB -f i sin nB — ( cos + i sin 6 ]** (1]
after exp?nd.ing the ri~ht-hand member by the binomial theorem.
For the sake of brevity s let us pat
co B = c, sin = s,
(1) loritz, R. S. : Elements of Plane Trigonometry pp. 283-289.
(2j horitz, Ri E,; op, cit. pp. 301-302.
c(
the right-hand side of (l) then becomes
+
~^T^f C 5 4- etc..
l
1
--!^ L3 = - V
,
l^-d, etc.
this is the rerl part of the equivalent left-hand member in
and for a like reason the iSta finery part rauft equal isin n Q
,
Hence we nave
COS n
Por example : - If n=4,
= 4(tos 36 sLy\B-cos&sLn 3&).
rr
f
•3. Cosin e and Sin e 6 in "Terns _o_f Singes and Canities? M
p Z - £0S 6 + L St/h fl , I" COS^-l 3tM ^
2*= cos + i- si>i nfi, dud = c« L slvi -n <3y
Z + :^r ~ JL cos 6 , Z-~ - Z i sin 8
,
Z^ + ^n ~ X COS r\d f dlid Z*1- = Z l 5 m >l £ .
How let us expand [24 1) ana 12 3c,
J
oy tne bin
z z
(Z4)";^t-s1 - ^g!^
•There in (2) the upper signs in the last terms fit to "be used
-.vhen n is even and the louver signs when n is odd.
Let us group together the first and last terns in each
of the expressions (1) and (2), also the second -and second iron
the last, the third and third from the last, etc. we may then
ritz, ft. E.
, pp. oit. pp. 302-304.
rc
8where in (4) the upper sims axe to "be used '.Then n is even and
the lower Signs when n is odd. The total number of terms in
each "binomial expression is one more than the index n, end since
we. have grouped the terms in pairs, there wil "be one term left-
over in case n is even. This term will not contain z at all,
for since the exponent of z diminishes by 2 for each s cces; Ive
term, it will he 0, and z°= 1,
Let us now substitute for z^ +^h , Z 11 - , etc..
their vr lues 2 cos n0, % i sin n
,
etc., and divide out the
common frctor 2. This ^ives
l r}-\os"&=tos 7)9 + ti cosfa-x)0+'2g^ cos(*-+)B-h etc.,
^-T'sm^O^^riG-y, C6sfa^)$+'!gn^COs(-»-4)0- etc., (^J
when n is even, or
when n is odd.
The factor i disappears in either c?se, for whan n is even,
say 2m, we have in =r iiT^(-l)ni
,
which is + 1 or -1 according
as m is even or odd, and when n is odd say 2m + l, we cm divide
both sides of the equation by i and have left on the left side
i =+1 or -1 as before.
For example: If n= 4,
23cos*6 = cos AO+tcoslO + t,
8
jj3 i4siy\4-& = cos4d-4-ccsZe+6
Sir] -b- g
rc
Jtf n-5,
X^cos^e = +SC6S38 -HO cos &
4. The*^g& Roots, of aVComplejc 3to"b6r^ 3u^po6e it is xe-
Lired to find the nth root of the complex number 2=
r(cas#* L&Ml
denote the root fz by z' - r '(cos0 '+ isinf), Ihsn # J
and we h?ve "by Delloivre's theorem
tr
'(c0saVis\Y.e')]
T,
= r'>osT,6'+i sir. n *') s r(t«*8+i slnd),
from which
r'-lhT, TlO'-a, - '•^-ZK.TT',
since en an angle is inex ed by any multiple air
the sine anS cosine remain unchrnged. It follows tnat
, v 1 6±iIH i±f2T +
z'=fe = r*(cos^-+iiin^-)
71 /
where & is any integer.
These v?lues are not all different, for when k = n we hrve
r^os^r22 + Is m^) * rH cos (4w)+ i sir, (4 +,Tr)j
MoritZj R. S*
,
op. c
r
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and similarly
and generally
so t:i t z
1
ife'l only n distinct Tallies corresponding to. tha
values k=0, 1, 2, ,n - 1, that is,
Every complex nn^ er r(cosg -/- i sinff ) has n. and only n,
nth ro o t s p. teasi hy the formula ,
[r(c«s6t-t5L>iO)J^= [cos^r^+i £±£1^]
^
wher e k has the values 0, 1, 2
,
. yp-_ ~ ±,«
for example, to find the five fifth roots of 1.
In the trigonometric form l=coe -j- i sin .
Hence, "by the t'ormulr ;-iven roove, the five roots z , z ( ,
re
z _ cos + i sin ~ Zt = cos 27T + i sin 3JT
5 5 5 5
zoos
b
-f i sin 0°= %$ ^cos 72V i - sin 72° •
=.3090 -t . 9 511i
,
- cos 47T+ i sin 47T zj - cos SIT^i sin 5^
5 5 5 5
-cos 14 lV l sin 144° = oos ( 2tt_ 47r) i sin ^fr-47r)
5 5
,-.8090 % .5878 i, *«b»^4 sin 47T
5 o
s cos 144* - i sin a.44 fl
= -.8090 - .5873 i
,
fr
11
za - cos 8TT . i sin 3TT
-cos (27T- - i sin ( 2T_ ST)
5 5
-cos 2TT_ i sin 27T
5 5
-cos 7°/ - i sin 72^
-
. 3090 - .9511 i
.
5. Solutions of the Equation 7,""- 1=0. , If zn - 1= 0, then
"
.
— ®
z
11
- 1 =cos 0* +- i sin 0*, and the n roots are
o _
2 =C tS^t ( ^f,
2
— = 5tn (^tt- ^) = - St
nw C _ n
v,
2TF
uenceZ^i- c«5^--l sm—
f
similarly,
that is, $j and z^_^ are conjugrte ©oiapleX numbers, and likewise
z L s and z„_x , and .tti _ 3 , etc. are each .pairs of con-
j u gat e numb e r s
.
phoritz, R. E.
,
op. cit. pp. 292-293,
c
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If n-2m + l, an odd number, then "besides the first root za .
there are m pairs of conjugate roots, that is the roots are
1
(
f±&±isin*#. cos^±iah 4TT 5m 4K i~m~rr
If n r 2m, an even mnoer, thenZ^.- Cfi + L
~^T~
— c«5 IT + i. 5l>i TT = '1 , and the root s are 1 , ^ — L SLy* ->i ,
x/7T cos ^ x i Sin —^ , ~ j.>7
ireo rne t r i cal ly» the ro o_ts _o_f the
equation z_ - 1^0 ar e represented the
n _lines__( or their terminal points ) drawn
from the ori gin as center to a circle,
radius unity, so that they divide the
ci rcle into n equal Parts , on e o these
lin es coinciding with _the p osit lve direction of the x-axis .
6_, Solution of the Equat ion z"-f 1 - If z**+ 1-0, then
z
71
-
-1
-cosTT-j-i sin.TT , hence the n roots are
ITT 3JTZ ± - cos-^ -t l sin
z tos ^zr + S :
>7 /
STT
->7 >
2 C 65 (2-r\-3^ IT
Z y,-± Z. COS
- (in ~3)1T
->1
~
where z and z
, 2^ and a^^, etc., are pairs of conjugate
roots.
Mbritz, R. E.
,
op. cit. pp 253-294 -
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If n sSm+l, an odd number, then the middle root is
so that the n roots are cas-^ ±i sm-^
,
eas-^- ± l sin —
,
, eoS on * L Slrt ^ . 1 '
If n -2m, an even number, then the roots are
Geometrically, the roots of the
/^V2-*. equation z^-f 1-G are represented by the
/^\. \ / / ^^J\z n line s (or by their terminal joints)
—
^-y2 dr?'.vn from the o rigin as center to a
/ \ >^ circl e, radius unity, so that they divide
frh® ^.i"*£±.e i'^tp n equal ^ a rts , the
posi tive x-axis being tahen to "bisect the angles het-een _a paly
of consecutive li nes.
7. The Cube Hoots of Uni ty
.
,^Let u,, \l 4t u, represent the
three cube roots of 1, then by section 4
U - cos + L S L>1 o - 1 ,
Hi - 60S ^3- -V- L Slrt^~ - — + t ^y ^
Ufc = iosJf+i 3^^. -4 -z-g.
»ow
- (tos^+i si*.*£)\ Cas-^rL s'^lf = Ma.
,
-2.77"
3 *3
^1 U^-Uj3 - K z l> that is
The square o f eith er of the _ima g in
a
ry cub e root s of unity
equals the other, and their product e quals un ity.
M-jMoritz, R. S.
,
op. cit. p. 295.
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7e laay then denote the cube roots of unity by 1, CO,
where w is either one of tne roots u^j ut .
3 . The Cube ~."bots o f Any ~"u;.ibcr^ let r(cos^f i sijb#
j
represent any number and z
,
z^, ^ z its cube roots. We have
Z-t - H VCOS-^ -f- L /
ZL - ' v<^o^—— -t- l Siv7-^
—
y
where w has the meaning given in the preceding section.
IPurthermore, by applying the results just obtained
0)z 1 - = zz
;
-
-
z
,
Hen c e , it appears th-t r ny two cu'.-e root s of a number
n?y
"
be obtained by multiplying the th ird by to and tt£ .re
-
spectively, w. r re 60 - -x - L ~5T~
9, The Soluti on o f Cubic !S?xurtions .^Svery cubic equation
can be expressed in the form
v/here
, a
a
,a , a. are given numbers.
(i)Horit2,
^::orit.-3,
j-i. j Clt.
cit •
P.
PP. 296-29'
ff
15
Equation; (1) can "be replaced by another in which the
second term is missing "by _/atting
* = (->)
On making this substitution, equation (l) reduces to
where n~ a^cux -^x G - ^0^-3^0^^ +20^*
Il0\7 put
then (3) "becomes
If furthermore we put
H -f-itir =0 , that is ; uirr-H (7J
then ( 6 ) ecome
s
and substituting for v in (3) its values from \l)
u.^l£z-G or u^G^-hi-i, (?)
(9) is a quadratic equation in u . Solving
so that for either sign we oht?in
3f 3 3
(10)
where -
From (7) V- ~uT so that ^ 10 ) ma: ': written Z- U+vt~>
rI .
1<
But the cuoe root of every number has three values,
which h«| section S may "be denoted "by u
, AJU, co^u,
respectively, where u is any one of these roots. Jhe three
values of z which satisfy the equation (3) are therefore
* m -
-jjj- ,
Where u is either one of the cube roots of
Whence
In allying this method to the solution of any equation
of the form (l), we first find
~ T
. and S froJn (4) f then u
from (12), then the three values of z from (ll) and finally
the three corresponding values of x from
For example, to find the roots of the equation
H - I (-14) -4" G- 8^-?s)-3[mH4l+M4)*
-11%. - -4£tf 5.
U ^46fl 3+^*1,^33, 164 -£3*?,^
Vr
r
17
2, ~r^zr
- -12 + 4-L i/X
2 ~
10 • The Irreducible C!r.se of the Cubic :: r_u?.tion.^ When
S"r*"-fc 4H is positive, at in the preceding example, its BQUi
root is real, and u, which is the cube root of r- ~H jjjj?
Z
can be found "by the rules of arithmet ic . But if G
-f4H is
negative, its square root will "be imaginary, and we must en_.loy
Delloivre 1 s theorem to find u. This is the so-called ^irreduci-
ble case" of the cubic equation. Its solution is as follows:
Since 4H? is negative, - ( C-^-f 4H
3
) will be positive, and
we may put
^horitz, 2. 3., op, cit. --. 293-299.
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whence
y ^ «
^« u ft
"X - Z -^2
For example, to find the roots of x
3
-f-9xV24x + 19 = .
= -2. -41.
6r-f4/-^'
?
-I-4 :: ~3 ^ - sncej -r an irreducible orse
Z ^zf:H COS-&-- ji cos 4-0'^J-C766A) = 1.3-3X0,
r
rr
t^i]Th csZgZ *jic*sltO -jL(-.j3J])--XJS7 4J /t.
^7" A
11. The Regular Polygon of 17 Sides. Since the rational
~
fQ
operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division,
and irrational operations involving only square roots can Toe con-
structed with straight edge and compasses and, since every individ-
ual geometrical construction which can he reduced to the inter-
section of two lines, a straight line and a circle, or two circles,
is equivalent to a rational operation, or the extraction of a
square root, we may state the following theorem. The_ n_ec e s
s
a.ry and
suf
f
icien t condition tha t an analy_tic _e : rp r ess i on can tie c ons true ted
with straight edge and compasses is that it c an he derived from
the known quantities "by a finite number of rational operation s
and square roots.
flauss proved that the division of a circle into n equal
parts was possible for a prime number p when, and only whe^p--*. +j-aj
Ifyw. - 2.
, then p - 17
.
Let us trace in the z-plane [z- x + iy) a circle of radius
1. To divide this circle into 17 equal parts, "beginning at z 2 1,
is the same as to solve the equation
-1-0^ This
equation has the root z-1. Let us suppress this root by
(j)Beman and Smith: Translation of Sleins famous Problems of
Elementary C-eometry, p. 3, 16, 19, 24 - 32.
(ijsee Gauss: Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, or 3eman and Smith! ?amous
Problems of Elementary Geometry, Chap. III.
^ee section 5.
r
20
dividing "by z - 1, which is the semk geometrically as to
disregard the initial point of the division. We thus obtain
the equation z /4+ z y*£ . . . + z +- 1-0, which we
will call the cyclotomic equation. We shall show that we can
express its roots in terms of square roots.
".Ve know that the roots can Toe put into transcendental form
and if e,^- cosjy + l sly\ j=f } that e# r e£ , The selection of e^ is
arbitral, "but for the construction it is essential to indicate
some e as the point of departure. Having fixed u^on e^, the angle
corresponding to e^ is k times the angle corresponding to e^
,
which completely determines e^.
To arrange the 16 roots of the equation in a cycle in a deter-
minate order we shall make use of the theory of congruences,^ and
form a primitive root to the modulus 17 A number, a, is toy
definition a primitive root to the modulus 17 when a 5 = l(mod. 17)
has for least solution s =17 - 1 = 16, where ? is an integer not
divisible by p, and s is the least exponent which satisfies the
congruence
.
The number 3 possesses this property;, for we have
3*= 3 1 nod. 17) 5 (mod. 17) 3* ==14 (mod. 17) tf3m 12 1 mod, 17
3*S9(mod. 17) 3lSl5(mod. 17) 3* 3 o["od. 17) 3**=^ 2 Lmod. 17
3
3
^10(mod. 17] 37=rll(mod. 17 3 s 7 mod. 17 6 (mod. 17}
3%13(mod. 17) 3^16(mod. 17) 31J~S 4(mod. 17) 3* ^ l(mod. 17
)
f
^l) If a and b are any two integers, positive,or zero ,or negative,
whose difference is divisible by m, a and b are said to be congruent
according to the modulus m (written a^b(mod. m). see Barmiehael*
The Theory of ITumbers,p. 37ff.
(l) Any prime integer which is not a factor or multiple of 17 - 1 will
form a primitive root for aj 2 is selected because it is the small-
est integer which satisfies the condition.
c
Let us then arrange the roots e^ so that their indices
are the preceding remainders in order
ITotice that if r is the remainder of 3 (mod 17), v»r e have
whence Jts^ --£4 ~ ^1 v
If r' is the next remainder, v.re have similarly
Hence, in this seri e s e r ch root is the cub e of t li e p rrce . ' '. j
t
.
G&uss > method consists in decomposing this cycle into sums
containing S, 4, 2, 1 roots respectively, corresponding to
the divisors of 16. Sach of these sums is called a period*
The periods thus obtained may be calculated sucessively as
the roots of certain quadratic equations.
The process just outlined is only r particular cr.se of
that employed in the general crse of the division into p
equal parts. The p-1 roots of the cyclotoraic equations
are cyclically arranged by means of a prir.it ive rojt of p,
and the periods may be calculated as roots of certain
auxiliary equations. The decree of these last depends upon
the prime factors of p-1
.
They are not necessarily equa-
tions of the second degree.
In our crse of the 15 roots the periods may be formed in
the following manner: 3*0rm two periods of : roots by tricing
in the cycle, first, the roots of even order, then those of

odd order.- Designrte the e periods by and , arid replace
each root "by its index. We nay then vrrite symbolically
% - 9 + i: +• 15 +- 16 + 3 +- 4 -4-1
,
3+- 10+ 54-11 -H14 4- 7 + 12+ 5.
Operating upon x^ and x^ in the same v/ay, ":.r c form 4 periods .
of 4 terms:
12 t 15 + 4-f- 1,
yi? 9+15+3+2,
y3 - 10 4-11+7 +6,
y4
" 34- 5+ 14 + 12.
Operating in the srme -vay upon the y's, vrc obtain 3 periods
if 2 terms:
z^-lG+l z^ = 11+ 6
z x - 13+ 4 Z£ - 10+ 7
^ * 9+ 8 z g a 3+ 14
It is rerdily seen that the sum of the remainders corre«
sponding to the roots forming a period 2 is always e 1 to
17. These roots are then e
r
?nd
r
•
^
r
< =
-% 7_ r - c 3(i7-r)|y^t sir>(17-r)jK ,

25
i "i nods real
x M
obtain l t - 2 COS^l
L oreover, by 'definition,
It will oe necessary to detemine the relative magni-
tude of the different periods. 7or this purpose vre sha.ll
employ the following artifice: We shall divide the semi-
a, Al
circle of unit radius into 17
equal parts (se^ fig.
1
denote by s^, s^, .
,
the distances of the cc
and
11
t ive
points oi division lU x » 11
fron the initial point o:
semicircle, s^y being equal to the
diameter, i.e., equal to 2. The
angle Ai, A,-, has the same measure rs half the arc
e ial s i-^"
(±7-k)TT
3 k - 2 SL7J
- £ COS - 3 ^
That this right member may be identical with Z Cob§ftJj: we
must have 4h = 17 - |< ; or R=17 - 4h. Giving to h the values
1» 2, 5, 4, 5, 5, 7, 3 we find for fc the values 15, 9, 5, 1,
11, -T.

24
Hence
,
The figure shows thr.t s
^
increases with the index? hence the
order of increasing magnitude of the periods z is
horeover, the chord Afc+p subtends p divisions of the
semicircumference and is equal to Sp. The triangle 6M ^ A |<+p
; fc: at + 5p , and, ; fort ; :ri f
Calculating the differences two and two of the periods y, we
find
^-^3 - Sj -5ty + S ? -hSu >0 ,
*z. < Xi
We now propose to calculate z 1 =JLCosjZ* ifter lakir
this calculation and construct we ean easily deduce the
side of the regular polygon of 17 sides. In order to find the

quadratic eruption satisfied "b;- the periods, we proceed to
determine symmetric functions of the periods.
Associating z.j with- the period z x and thug forming the
period y± , " r c have first,
Let us new determine z^ zx . We have ">±z 2 ~ £ 16+1 ).{ 13+4 ) j
v/here the symbolic product hp represents
Zience it should be represented symbolically by k + p, remem-
bering to subtract 17 frdm % +• p as often as possible.
Thus, %i2z - 12. +3 +14+J~- J 4
Therefore z 3 and z x a,re the roots of the quadratic equation,
z*-i)*z + y, = 6 (1)
yhence, since Z 2 >Z, 2^ = Vi+^lRfT^Y? Z L ~ .
— > j
We must now determine ya and y^ . Associating y± with t3 e
period yfc , thus forming; the period x 3 , and j3 with the period
%! thus forming the period xz , we hav#, first
Then ^ yx - [13 +16+- 4 + l)(§ + 15+ + 2).
Expanding symbolically^ the second member becomes squal to
the sum of all the roots* that is, to -lpj Therefore, a.nd
yz ?re the roots of the equation
y- - x ± xj - 1 = , [2.)
whence, y1 >
~
Ljz, —— > !/ 1 ~ jr.
13+16+ l+l)( 9+15+8+2)^ 5+11+ U15+8 +14+7 +1+13+2+12+6 +10+] >+9+2
(i)

Hence y3 and ere the ro^tr of the equation^
It no'.v renins to determine and x^. Since x a + xr is
equal to the sum of all the roots,
?j.+ *z. - -1-
Further, ^x^(13+1 + '.- i-l+S +16+8+ ; (10+1147+3+G+" +1
Expand, in.3 sjnnbolically*^ ee ch ro-ot o c.'.rs 4 tines, end thus
X a X x -
- 4.
Therefore and x t ere ro s tr- ?f the qu- r- ~ic equation
X*-±%-4=6i (4)
snce, since H>TCJLt X 1 ~ —— , X*. = j .
Solving equations (4), (2), (3), (1) in succession, %% is
determined Toy a series o*f square roots.
Effecting the calculations, -re sre that z ± depends u x:on
r - ' - V57, / 1/xt+f , y^-~7yv .
If we wish to reduce M 4 to the normal form v/e must see
whether any one of these square roots can he expressed
rationally* in terms of the others.
How from the roots oi (2),
+4 1/*! +-* *j 4 - y 3 -
/-)( 13+164-44-14-94-15+84-2) ( 10+11+7+6+3+54-144-12)
t ;
- 64-74-3+2416+1+10+8+9 4-104-6+5+244+134-11
+ 14+15+11+10+7 4-9 +1+1 6 +1 1 +12+3+7+4 +5 +1 54-1
,
+ +3+1 5+154-12+14+6+4+8+9+5+4+1+3+124-10
+ 1+2+15+14+11+13+5+3+12+1 5+9 +3+3 +/ 4-16+14
#4( 6+7+3+2416+1+10+8+9+5+4+13+11+-14+1S+12) -
^ee Beman and Smith- o_. . cit. pp. 6-7.
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Expanding aymoo1ically 9qJn e verify tna t
that is, fxTTT" ^CTT^^yrT''
hence if *Xa
14 4 can "be expressed rationally in terms of the
other two square roots. This equation shows that if two of
the three differences y± - y^, y4 - y , 35^- xz are positive,
the same is true of the third, which agrees with the results
obtained directly.
Replacing now :z± , y±1 y^ fey their numerical values, we
obtain in succession
21.
?
if z^ is laid off from the origin o the axis of reals,
and a perpendicular erected at its extremity, the intersections
w^th irKe uWit cwrtie.
of this perpendicular will determine the second and sixteenth
A.
vertices of the required polygon.
Therefore, we can construct a regular polygon of 17 sides
with straightedge and compass since we have shown that it cm be
derived from known quantities "by a finite number of rational
operations and square roots^
-y*
-yj ) ' {im6f441-9*^-8-2HS*5H4^ -XO-U-7-6)
^
=a64l+±0+8-6r7-3-2+2*44l34ll-9-10- 5-5
474941416-14- 15- 11-104 446415413- 11- 12-8-
'
-12-14-6-44243416415-1-3*12-1048494544
-11-13-5-34142415414-5-7-16-144l24l349+£
=2( 13f 1484244 41341549-10-6- '-3-11-5-14-12)
~ 164145424441"4154 -
v
l~+:4 4 "4114 5414-H. ]
=2(xt - xj .
pfoT the actual construction see Seman and Smith op. cit. op 34
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III Euler's Theotem, e 1 ^ -cos$+i sin$'
1. S'irst Proof. Using Infinite Se ries ....The following« ^ —— (i;
three definitions may be mr.^e, since each of these tl.ree
series is convergent .m
,os.-l-|f +^-^ + (1)
sl>iz = ^-z^±j±-.xL
-t-
31 7/
Z ! 3 ! 71 !
If in [3], we put z^i&, then
i + i +±l£+ SB r+-
jl) 3! 41 T)
,i+iB-g-jjf .....
This result known as Suler's theorem, is next to DeLoivre*
theorem one of the most i^.pjrtrnt results of modern analysis.
Since every number repl or complex ,c?.n he expressed in the
form r(cos$-fi sin $ ) , the theorem may be stated thtlss
hvery number r.-y he expre sse d in the form re 1 , v/here r
is tne jaodulua and # the argument of the number in it
onometric form
.
2. Second Proof. Using DeKoivre's Theorem., hauler' s theorem
a,
may be established by the aid of Deiloivre's theorem p.s follows.
M^oritz, R. S.
,
op. cit. pp 358*
(^e r Moritz; op. cit. tjl68 (a) p. 313, §£1 h , 1-30 pp. 536-3
^jhoritz, h. 1. op. cit. p. 539 <

By DelToivre ! s theorem
C o s B -hi si*\ - (cos-^ -f- i s tvt ~- ) } for every value of n.
Consider 9 constpnt, and let n increp.se without limit. Then sin £
,
that is {cos— ft SLVx ^[)
n
approaches £, cos £ approaches i
n " n
me limit as t-1 ~^»T Japproaches the sa
Put
_L£ - that is, n = mi©, - the
As n increases without limit, m also increases without limit , "but
the limit of (1 f—j^as m increases without limit, is e,, whence
the limit of (J[-f
-^p 1 as n increases without limit is e , ?nd ::e have
CO 5 -hi SL-n *e. L*
3. Geometrical Representation of Euler's Theorem. 7rom the
-
p.3
following geometrical construction wt may see that the limit of
f>n (l+^fj as n increases without li&it
is cos 9 + i sin 9. Let AOO, he any
angle 8, AQ, the subtended arc drawn
with a unit radius A0~i. At A
construct AP -arc AQ, ^ 9 perpendicular
to OA, and let AP^, he one of the n
equal parts of C. Then AP^ - '
Now consider OX the axis of reals and OY the axis of
imaginaries, then the directed line 0r^_ represent* the expression
i.&OA+i APX - 1 -f— . Construct in succession the si ilar ri^ht
triangles OPj. Pz , OP^, ... . ^OP^.^?^, n in number including
(t)see Koritz, R. E.
,
op. cit. £ 170, p. 313-319.
(tjlloritz, R. E.
,
op. cit. pp. 339-340.
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the triangle AOPj , each having for its b-se the hypotenuse of
the triangle immediately preceding, then froffl the proportion-
ality of the homologous sides we have
OP^: OPj - OP'i : OA f or 0?t - OP^ (since OA - 1),
0P3 : 0PL - mu \ QV^i 'or 0P3 - OPA
3
Similarly or ~ CP^ .
L &
The directed line OP represents ~1+
>
hence the directed line 0P^ represents
,
and the directed line OPj represents (3+— ) ,
and finally the directed line 0P-, repre mts (jtt- y .
"o"7 let n be indefinitely incrersed, AP^ becomes cor-
respondingly smaller. cncr<d5es limit , straignt lines
APi , P4 Pz , Pi_?j ... approach equality, the broken line
AP^P^Pj.,.. P^ approaches the care A", and the directed line OP*,
approaches the directed line OQ,. Bat the directed line 0§
represents 03 +• i • BQ ^ cos^
-f- i sin^, since OA s OA =• 1 . hence,
it of ^ ^" iJr)*
1
y
LntrJases^liWit i $ -f $ ,
4. Exponential Form of the Sine and Cosine.,., If in
— . —. (-1)
e ^ 3c ,0 4 i sinfl (3 J
we replace 9 by - $ , we get
^ . t«(-a) + i si*i(^j"- c o s & — i s Lv\ D t (x-)
and solving (1) and (2) for cos and sinA respectively we have
These relations (?) can he shown to hold for any value of 6
whether real or complex
.
/^oritz, H« E. op. cit. pp. 340-341.
m
5. Trigonometry p.s an application of Algebra*,. If We^ — . £J a
assume a knowledge of imagine ries and exponentials, we might
have defined the sine and cosine as in |3) above. With these
relations as a "basis, the whole of trigonometry "bee ones an
easy replication of algebra. All the formulas cm be derived
from these relations without reference to a geometric triangle*
In this connection it will be well to notice that if in
the formula e L ^~ cos 6 + i sin we put 9 successively e ':'ual
to 4f } TT and 2 7T, we obtain the important results:
- i
,
& - - 1 ) er - -1 •
d
. Las SLyxA - ^> L ^ - e
The reciprocals of cos $ , sin d and t?:i^ would be eal\-
ed secB, esc $ and cot$ , rcspectivel", that is
cscg ---^ -- ^FT^d ^-^rpre ^--ftraTT /
~ z^o+± L lz
u
*~±) e^-^T
The few examples which follow will illustrate, how the
formulas of trigonometry could be drived from the relations
of the previous section.
(1) To prove that Sih^X +CoJ lx- 4 ,
^jHoritz, R. 2.
,
Dp. cit. pp. 340-341,

X l /
—
=4 ^ 4
[2] lo ^rove that Sin ^^Sl^C^SX,
Si* -- ^ '^-1— r 1* ^ " J-
(3) To ,rove that Sin |f ^ C ' 5 ^'
S LTl
"2-
- £ OS 6 ,S L Y\

IV Hyperbolic Functions
1. Hyperbolic Functions Defined . Zuler's theorem,
_ZJ
(1)
cos ^4 i sin # = e*" is not limited to rerl values of 9 , >ut
holds true vrhen # is imaginrry or co:.... lex, for if we put for
cos B-
,
sin # and e 1 ^ [as in sectio-^ZTi ) the series which
define these functions for corbie:'- values of B~ » the two
sides of the equation become identically erjual. he may therefore-
retiree & by i #rnd a -in by -i #and ohtrin cos bi**0a
and cos i^ - i sin x0~Q~ .
Half the sum and difference give respectively
2-
For rersons which will appear presently tnese expressions
are known as the hyperboli c cosine of and the hyperb olic
sine of respectively. The hyperbolic tr in dent is defined
as the ratio of the hyperbolic sine to the hyperbolic cosine.
The reciprocals of the hyperbolic cosine, sine and tangent are
called the hyperbolic secant , cosecrrit and cotangent respective-
Their most eoimion abbreviations are cosh, si nil, tanh, sec:,
i-nh $ - - -l 5lh i&,
(1)
.or it:
1r
- it. an IB
,
and the reciprocal expressions for scch£, c :se& # and Goth J ,
ITotice that ?s long as ^ is reel, e ^ and e~ are real and
each of the hyperbolic functions is rerl.
2
.
Duality Between the Circular end "yperbol ic frunc ;
To every property of, or relation between the trigonometric or
circular functions there exists ? corresponding property of
or relation "between hyperbolic functions, The formulas ex-
pressing these properties and relations could rll he derived
from the expressions of the hyperbolic functions in terms of
exponentials .hut an easier way to discover them is to substitute
the values
cos -cosh-^, sin i# = i sinh#, tar if* i tanh^, (l)
obtp-ined from the preceding sfctio'i, in the corresponding
formulas for the circular functions.^
The following examples Will illustrate the method.
1. To find what relation between hyperbolic functions
corresponds to the relp.tion cos^-f- sin*£^ -1.
Put i * for & , then cos 2" :.(}+ l - 1. Substituting
for cos %& and sin i 0" their values fro:.: (l) aboire we have
cosh*"? sinK#-l, or oo'iM^ft -~ ~ 1 which is
the required relation.
If we cheek this result "by the use of exponentials me
obtain
CO Sri ~ (—7— / ~ 7!
4
^»Moritz, R. E. op, cit. pp. 34 -34.4,
u*k 30 dc' comparative table of formulas for circular and hyper-
bolic functions can be found in horitz dp*- 545-348.
Vr
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Subtract ingi co slr$ - s t nh* # = 1
.
2. To find what relation between hyperbolic functions
corresponds to the relation sin 3$^3 sinll - 4sin
Put i^-for # , then sin lB - 3 sin i$ - ' sin
3 i#,
or, substituting, isinh 3$ ^34 zirihd - 4iJ sinli 3^
or, i sinh 3^=3 i sinh^ + U sin] 3 6^
sin: "0 s *3 i # + ^
3. To find the property of hyperbolic functions /hich
corresponds - to the property Binfl + 2nW ) - s in "Q ,
Put i $ f or (} then
^d* n7l) a sin £i(0+r ..Ltt] = sini#, ;r,
sin3 ^+ hiiTT ) = si .
3. Periodicity of Hyperbolic Functions. . Prom problem 3
-* at*
of the preceding paragraph vre see. that the function sinh#has
a pure imaginary period of 11Vt just as sin $ lias a real period
of 27T. Similarly it may be shown that, each of the hyperbolic
functions has the perioa Si7T. Also, just as the circulrr
tangent and cotangent have the smaller period. 7F* so the
hyperbolic functions have the period iTT.
4. Geometrical Representation of Hyperbolic Functions.
p}
¥e will now show that the hyperbolic functions may be expressed
as ratios of certain lines connected with the equilater* hyper-
bola, just as the circular functions are expressed as ratios of
c ft ft" in lines connected with the circle. These relations -ill
be better understo >d by developing the corresponding results for
the circle and hyoerbola in o^ra!."1 el column?
^MoritZ} I, op. cit. p* 44
.
.^Moritz, R. B
v ±
~ >-'P. 04.9.350

FL$.3
Let 7i z pcoe^j y =.asi
then since cos ^4siii 1*^ - 1
th?t is, x and y are the
coordinates of a" point P on
a circle vrft'Qse radius is p,
CO s d - X " 2T^~ *
, L *iv& ?p _ at
1 an u ~ C ui & ' °& ~~~o~a
'
If OA is taken for the
un it
of measure,
A
03 represents cos^s
.
S? represents sin^J,
AT repr <~- s ent s is n
Fig, 4
Let x :=ac shu.». = y -
len since cosh u -
".
- 7 n r ' v CO?..-. U — S
i< -
coordinates of a point ? on
a hyperbola whose semi-major
axis is a".
:
If OA is.trhen for the unit
of ner sure,
03 represents cosh u,
BP represents sinh u,
AT reoresent.s tauh u«
Thus we see that the hyperbolic functions are related to
the hyperbola in the erne wry that the cirolrr functions are
r e 1 a ciicle. Jor tiJis reason on: 1
1
ed
"hyperbolic functions".
ir
I5 » Inverse hyperboli c ?anc t i on s Le t
y ~ Cosf, x - ^
C
—
f
(l)
then x - cos:: y is called tile inverse hygerbollc cosine
^.
rut e* - z, then e~*-i -i, and vc hr -c from tl)
±
from which, on .Solving for z,
and taking the lo:r rithras of "both sides of this equation,
the inverse hyperbolic sine y.
putting in (3) e*- z, we ohtai:
Z-4r- * - -^ y, or z -z \iz, - 1 -0 .
Solving for z, e - z. - \* ±. Vy 1- + i ,
The minus sign cannot be used, for e* is positive for every
value of x, while y 1 is negative, since / yV 1 is greater
than y. Hence, on taking the logarithms of both sides of
the equation
_ ^
»
X - S 1 >, f, \j 1„ 4 i \j + VTpr+l) , (4)
-S - ; then x-s tan'V* the inverse
rper"bolic tangent j y.
Again, we put e =. z and solve the resulting equation for z ?
i rr
(
^Morit2, R. S. op. cit. pp. 3^-349.
r(
If we procee-" in the same m?nner we abtr in for the
remaining inverse hyperbolic functions,
% sech'^xj - i j i± nir (7)
-niti le Value's of Inverse Hyperbolic functions. It
• - - -
_
— - '
_
—
_
— x—r= — f4\
follows, frofe the periodicity of the direct fun.tions v see
section^) that the inverse functions, sum y and coea y nave
each an indefinite number of v lues arranged in 8 series oi
intervals of 2i.1T • Likewise taim^y hrs rn indefinite number
of values " rran^ed in a series of intervals Df i*T. The
particular value of sirihy which' lies betrern - 77~uu- is
called the principal vrlue of sirii;, Likewise the particulrr
value of cosh
1
'/ which lies betwe-n 6 andTTis crlled the
principal vrlue of coshy, and the particular value of tr.nh y
.which lies between
-i™ and -'rTis called the principal vr lue
of trnn y.
7. Complex ?lo ot s - of Oubi c Souat ions. . An interesting crze£ (>J
of the analogy of hyperbolic to circular functions is found in
the expression of the roots of a cubic equation. In the
''irreducible c^se" of the Cardan formula the roots ar-~ all
real and can be expressed in terns of circular functions. We
^j'cllrhon, J., "yperbolic Function!
„|McMahon, J., op. cit. pp. 45-46.
i(
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shall show that analogous, expressions in terns of hyperbolic
functions can "be found for the cases where one root is real
and the other two are conjugate complex numbers.
Let us assume that the second decree term of the cubic has
"been removed and" we have it written in the form
X
3
±: 3h>% = 2C . (1)
First, let us consider the case where the coefficient of
x is -3Td and \ b^T> In this crse the roots are all real.
Let x-r sin 8, substitute in (l), and divide "by r which gives us
But sin
3
sin 6 = - "SJ2£W
4re let ~p - t then^--
therefore, * - b * S L>? ^4" SLn + >
or, t - b *" 5l>i (-3 sin ~p7J (i)
tables, "be n; then the three roots will he
Fow let the principal value of sin a s found in the
-J. b *"SL>i y y *~$iyi ^ ~J~ +: ^2T~ ) j where n*. Sw*t^
(1) sin 39^.3 sin 9 - 4 sin*3 6. . 4 „

Since - 2 h*' S iy\ ("3" —
40
3
=
-Zb^isir, f tos^± Cos f si* ^f]
= 4 t**(sinf ± yx t^xJ >
we can write the three roots as
±
in which the sign of b*-is to be taken the Same as the sign of c
Now let us c insider the case where the coefficient of x
is - 3"b and l^-l^/b J. In this c^se two of the roots are complex
numbers* Let x=r cosh u, substitute in (l), and divide by
r
,
which gives us
dosh, 14 -
-~r cosh U - .
But to sh U Cosh U
~-2f cosh
3b ^ 3 . , ic ^osh^U^
Let
-pr - /
-pr - ^ ^
whence r .tab* ^ = i-pi. ; u^ 4"''"-^;
4- -i c \
therefore, X = ± ^ t *" C cs h [3 £*sh It -£*J ,
or, X fc>~^ <L^sk (•§- cosh -pj^)t(x)
Now let the principal value of cosh
^Ef- 3 ^oun<3- in the
tables be n; then two of the imaginary values are 7i ir -2. LTT and
the three roots are
Cjl fc> ^ coshk^j
-
1
x cashier £ ^5~^y v^h*ra ->j - c^sh"
4"
(l)see problem 2, section IV ? 2. The development- of the formula
for cosh*3 u parallels that which is given for sinh u.
fr-X b" cosh (f cos h~*~ £b~Co-shC% Cosh ,
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Since ^ t r fi"Sh 3 — -3- )
we can write the three roots as,
2. C^sK , -t^jcosh^lzClfc sitnh^-), Where.** cosh
^
in which the sign of b*"ia to "be taken the same as the sign
of c.
Let us finally consider the case where b has the positive
sign. In this case two of the roots are SOffipleX numbers.
Let x s. r sinh u, substitute, and divide "by r 3 , then
1 3 3b •
, xe.
r
Let JJk^J* then 2± ^ sCj^SJA
-2
therefore % - ± 2 Si to S i*t K
4
± ) >
or X ~ Si-rxU IS sioxh pvLJ.£J
-4. rMow let the principal value of sinh __r..as found in
fer-
tile tables he n; then two of the imaginary values are n±2iTT,
and the three roots are
/jjsee problem 2, section 2.
^
"1 TT
f
v
we cr,n write tne three roots as,
in Y/nicn tJie tsign oi o *" is to oe t: -ten tut; Sc-.rie as one sign
of c.
The three examples which follow Will illustrate each of
the cases in turn.
1. x
3
-izx-io - o
X 3- 3(4)%^ zL*)
±
= ±2.° 55 4-0".
^Z(.2Z3X+1J3J-1 - .974-$)
~x(t 2Z32- ± 1 .(* ? 84-)
= J.$*L3A- <3*J -2, 9304,
i
«3
71 - Cosh -1C cosh
*7
-Cosh '^4^
- c°^~*4'0(<"2f
-1. 7321 (. S773)±i[l.ls+7)
-
-1.0 ±.3.4-L*7 l>
--si-hh^lMS.^ sC*F^-l<732~l
(I
3. Use ox Hyperbolic Tunc ti oris.^|fctmerous uses f,re made
of hyperbolic functions in applied mathematics. While it is
"beyond the scope of this paper to go into these a^licat ions
,
we will indicate to some extent their usefulness. 0. D. ".elcott
secretary of the Smithsonian Institution makes tne following
statement
.
"Hyperbolic functions are extremely useful in every
T&raneSa of physics and in the application of physics, whether
to observational and experimental sciences or to technology.
Thus, whenever, an entity ( sv.ch as light, velocity, electricity
or radioactivity) is subject to gradual extinction or acsorp-
tion, the decry is represented by some, form of hyperbolic
functions. MerCator 1 § projection is likewise commuted by
hyperbolic functions. Whenever mechanic-! strains ?rc. regarded
as grea.t enough t } he measuredthey are most simply expressed in
terms of hyperbolic functions. Hence geolo-jicr 1 deformations
invariably lead to such expressions." h)
(ijhorit^, H. E.
,
op. cit, 353.
jHahon, J", op. cit. p, 31, p. 75.
Applications of hyperbolic functions will "be found
in the following volumes. Rayleigh, Theory of Sound, Vol. Ij
Love, Elasticity; Hyerly, Pourier Series ; Hassett, Hydrodynam-
ics; Maxwell, Electricity; Sunther, Hy^ e rbe Ifunhtionem; and
Hcnnelly, Application of Hyperbolic Junctions to Electrical
Engineering Problems.
The tables prepared by Becker and AfrnOrstrand are published
by the Smithsonian Institution, and t" )se of Professor A. E.
Hennelly are published by the Harvard University Press,
rj
Q
I
V Use of Complex 33uabers in tlie Solution of Several Isolated
'roblems
1. Proo:
If "e writ e }> x+ e*> d *" r.s the determinant,
Xf-v L
-z-hWi
<*+di
— C + d i
a - i>i
2 +Wt
x-yi
- c f d i
d - hi
i X
z
+y z i Z %+^^ fete: dn t,
z+Wl
U-HO (x+ t^L)f (*-bt)(-2+v0 lt^)(z^\)^a-hi)^y)
| ^
-azf cy + i>z +di^K (c2-d«/+ax-l>^)f(^^^cv^-bx-d^)t
Therefore, a, product of two factor s each of which is the
sum of four souares is itself the sum of four s&uares.
) The product of two determinants of the nth order may be
expressed a:a a determinant of the nth order in which the element
which lies in the rth row, and -the kth column is obtained by
multiplying gacli - 1.cmr:: •: -2 th - rth row^.^pt sec^d^Ws-7 ctor
by the corresponding element of the hth 'column aria adding the
result s
.
(l>
2 • -Decompo sition o f a National ?r -.ction into Prrtirl
I7racti ons ".li en :^_-f_l__ i s a factor of the. Deno:-;inr tor . Let
y < n, [ual to a ,) fx- t^*"(TcV 2 J /
v
; x-TTf—;——r-
of P(x)^x + *)[x-*)lx-h)* + Q(* 1'+l). (1)
If we let x - i , then xu+l s. , r nd substituting in ( l)
we haTe F (1 )'a |4 i + B ) f£-a}{i.~Mt
+ = (y A + 5 B) i + M i /B ,
or l$iyA- &%)i*tAi/3-<< J i::. Ls
impossible unless ereh member equals zero. Hence
(3 -yA - ^ o
from which simultaneous equations the unknown A rnd 3 can he
cote rmi 11 ed •
a
The partial fractions corresponding to —: —— re
determined without the use of iapgijiariif^^
?or eacample to determine the partial fractio
resoondin3 to x 1-^ 1 in the decomposition of
Jj(?^JJ?X^±JJx
t
'-#xi-7
_
Ax+B .
_Jl
,
,
(1) sep Ohrystal, GF,
,
(2) from Chrystrl, 3.
IXgebra, Tart I p. 156-157.
op. cit. p. 157-158.

Multiplying "both sides of the equation "by the lowest common
denominator, we have
\jl 4 -16xVl7x^r83E ~ [JkX+%Ux - 1){X - 2)%;(xVl).
Let X^i, then we have
- 8i - 6 a -7A + 3 + 7i34- iA
whence (j7B+-A -8)i: -B4-7A - G.
Since "both members must equal 0, then
7B+A - 3 =
-3 4- 7A - 6 =
y
and A ^1, 3-1.
Therefore, Ax-f 3 , x -H
xN-1 ~ x*-+l
3. Solution ofJe J X 3 oibx °|y . If v/e assume that the laws
established for the integration of real numbers are true for
complex numbers, then by using the exponential forms of the sine
and cosine (section III, 4] the Je
SX
S tyx hr A% can be
found without much difficulty^
X
*i(a>-4-b\ ^ C-
-
e^Y (<3 sir) bx - k c-os br) + £
ib
c
ax
cos bx d X, • er
Je
ax
co$ d X c:
Se i% cosbx d% -, J^/Sitl±£^) dx
£(d+bi) 2(4- be)
- a e - 1 be -t-de -t- 1 b& q__
X (**+ b")
J
1
1 1>*
5 . Soluiio n of Liner r Piffer ential Ecuat io n s th
Con stant Coefficients, (Roots of Auxiliary Equation COffloieX.,
.
v.___<*— J[
^
Tlie general linear differential equation vrith constant
coefficients is
--/-here k
tf ,
k4 9 ' are constants.
dj~-t>*
,4^r~-T>\ ' " ' d - D\ can ;rite0X dx fr Jx"
^l) in the following form.
or f (P)^ =1, (5;
v
l) Cohen: An Elementary Treatise of Differential Equations,
pp. 39-95.

If Xs Q, th e n ::e have -a homogeneoUa linear different ial
egu -tio n, the general .integral j>£ which is c^y* +- cT _y«,jh • f o,.. w .
"t"- sre y,
f
y«, are n linearly Independent particular
int e&rals of this equat ion
.^
ft) If X 0, then we Iff
equation. Jor its solution we first make X temporarily equal
to zero. The solution of this equation is called the complement*
a.ry function of the complete linear differential equation*
The general integral of a cor\;lete linear different ia.l _c._ :s tion
is the sum of its complementary function and; any, pj rt icnlr r
integral.
In the equation (3) suppose X^O. Then
+ (J>) y - . (?)
Putting y . we haY, P^xw,«~* ,
!> Jf
* JwV**
hence, f C^fiS*^- e^f^j,
jor e rn* to he an integral of (4), m must satisfy the eqaation
i.e. k^-m 7,+ i'1 777
7,
"V/c, <• - th*-*?**^ = ^«
Sacl. value of m satisfying (4") gives an integral of \A-)
,
If thes e rpn rii distinct, ^ r; m^t */ *
'
,
_
e
1*^
e * , 1 «_ _
«_
* 1 he line arly i n
-
1
e £ end en t , _and _j
ite?P+C} a™*
1
* - C^e*1** _ will be
( 4
)
, and the c on ;? 1 e: :ent a ry functi on of (") .
Equation (5) we shall call the - ux ilia ry e : ua t i on. If
j any roots of the auxiliary equation are repeated the above
^f rr Cohen pp. 39-9°.
f(
1
method does not give us n linearly independent integrals, and
consequently it does not give us the general solution. In this
case we make the more general substitution \j - e.
y*lX
cf>(X) y where
tyljc) is a function of x entirely at our disposal. Then
£>\j -- e^/V^ +Xyn V4 +'D x<l>],
r !
whence f (P) vj = e M <^ + f '(H » ^ + f[ * Y»0 D>
-f-
-py f%n)D rt+- ->#f
If m1 is an r-fold root of j- (vn\-Oi then
ffot)=tf, f , ^ta)*^
In this case sf^ftjt/will vanish ify 2 e
>n
^£/typi,ovided I)
rj>-t), '
whence all the higher derivatives of^ are also zero; i.e. provided
any constants ".'hat ever. Hence, we see that if m± corresponds to
an r- fold root of the auxi li?ry ecpa ation , not only is e * an
integra l of the e ajj.pt ion, out so also are Tfe** 1^ TC^e.
1
"*?
-
' y^e^f
i.e. corresponding to an r-fold root we have r linearly indepen-
dent integrals. So that whether the roots of the auxiliary
see Cohen, op. cit. p. 65*
I III II IP)
1
-equation are repeated or not, the n linearly independent
integrals necessary for obtaining the complementary
are always supplied "by the auxiliary equation.
If the coefficients of the differential equation arc real,
while some or all of the roots of the ruxilirry equation are
not, we can, "by a proper arrangement of the terms irTljecomple-
mentary function, have the latter involve only rea.1 terras.
Thus, if the auxiliary equation hag a root**+ c ^ , it also has
cC-*~fi as a root, since its coefficients are real. Two terms
of the complementary function Will then be
e
c
cos (3% l 5 in (3%, anc e'
L toi (3%-c sin 0x.
7'ence one pair of terms may be written
^ % [(c ± -tcj cus (3* + i (Ci - sivi @x] ,
Put ing C 1 — 9 -
--— h«^«-
«/* (A co> fx B Str, (3x h
where A an*. % are the two arbitrary constants.
For interpreting the solution in physic?! problems, another
form is sometimes preferable.
Since the sum of the squares of & and B ]_ s
unity, these may be taken as the sine pnd cosine of some angle,
say b.
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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Putting Y>4*V -5 our expression becomes either
a (5tn b C^^ft*sl) orafcosb c os Gx + sin b sin (3x)
wh i oh equal s e i tl e r & S in ( jb^ <3 c os ( (3%- bj
' ' e
^ %(A to* (3 X + & sl n a x )
It is obvious, that in case a prir/ of such roots is
repeated, the corresponding part of the complementary function i
t
cos Bi 5iM(S^f Xe^Y/U cos @x +-3 Z si-vi (3x
)
Of e*
%
[(fiii iA v%)to* (3%+ [TBi-t-^i?) sin (3x],
and perfectly generally, in case such a pair oc cur as r-fold
roots, the corresponding prrt of the com_ lementary function is
The fallowing prohlem will illustrate the principle.
*+
,
= .
he-:,
,
c \; z ,:,t z_S+ l) c V(~0 >
If m4* 2m** lr 0,
then in * J: V=T , Zf7!,
o, 0-- 1,
= e**[(Aj -hA l x)cospx+('Bj + Bz x) 5Lrt (sxj^
- [(A x + A % %)cosx +(3i + Bu *)sCn * J .
5
•
Solution of Homogeneous Linea r Parti al Differ e:.ti a1
h- u-tions with Const ant Cfoej ficient s (h xots of Auxiliary
Complex.. ^ There are many points of similarity between, the
.
.
. , . of the r\±h orderlinear partial differential equation and the linear ordinary
0^ "t'^€ nth order
A
- ~
differential equation. If ;t D 5 «JK -iu
the general type of this equation is
^Cohen^, op. tit. pp2l?-2+0, 14-%, 143,

or more "briefly
F{D,&)z-J(x.y), (1)
where F(P,.fi)is a symbolic operator, which, looked upon
algebraically , is a polynomial of degree n in D and *^ .
OTjriously,
Hence the problem of solving (l) can he divided into two, viz.
that of finding the general integral of
F(D,-0)2=0, #
which we shall call the c
o
mp 1 em
e
n t a ry fun c
t
i o
n
of ( l) , and
that of finding any particular integral. The sum of these two
will give the general integral of (l).
As in our discussion of the ordinary linear differential
equation, we shall use the term) homogeneous > to apply to an
equation in which a.11 the derivatives are of the 8aMe order,
In this case the symbolic operator is homogeneous in J) and*© .
Let us suppose also that the coefficients are constants, and the
right member is zero, Our equation will he of the form
(kiV+ki ^•k^D^nk?1x9',Jz^ (3)
Since for ^ /any function whatever,
.vhere 6 r*s (y fm %) means d <j> (y + 7nx) the result
W , ii i—^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^— —^^^^^—^mmmmmmm
c
I
1
of substituting Z" <fi (y +7n?) in (3) 1111
IZence, Z -
<f (y ) will solution provid F(i"n,d)-o ,
If tjhe roots of ( '. ) , which .:e shall call C c i.. —L J L •
e gu| t io n, are distinct, say
,
a% - « • • • ' y aui
Z - ^
-^^i *) * y f^xjt » • ' -h 0^, (ij-i-
will "be p. solution. Since it contains n arbitrary functions,
it will be the general solution.
Let us assume that some of the rooty of this auxiliary
equation are complex. If the coefficients in the differential
equation are real, the complex roots of the auxiliary equation
occur in pairs, of conjugates, "ence, if + 1 is •: root,
-rill also he one. The corresponding terms in the
complementary function will "be
If
<f>± and \J^4 rre any two arbitrarily shosen functions, there
is no loss in putting
The expression above then becomes
For yi&ny real functions this expression is real,
auxiliary equation is m^-2m +2 - . Therefore m = ljfc i.

00
The general solution is
Let
<ft
- 4>
±
+ 1 \f% ik- <f>± -<-^jW€
f o r ^ nd ,any real functions.
, in particular we choose $d (u) to cos u, : \)[£w)zo
lie e
K
we have
t 5 - Cos(t-ty) C OS lit - St >i ( Si*i 'ix
do$(\j +%-'iy) ~ C<>5 ('X+y) t osty 4- Si v» / ~Xf y) sivx iy.
- £OS( T + y) Cosh X + L SlT^ (%+ xj) Sirxh
e-*
+x
"*-- t?**{il%
-
e-
:v
; t<2 t 6 »*"*si» *
.
.ore, 2 - ^ t'S^^^JCfj/ix-ie''''-' ji'h x -

71 Conformp.l Represent? tion and llap Dn
1. The Function lr and the Transformation
Rpdii
.^
Let us consider what transformation of the plan© into
itself is determined "by the function-
Z' = ^ (1)
To investigate this, put
%i x-hiy = r (cos cj> -h l sin ^ )
,
Z ' - t'+iy 1 -- r'[co s <p''+l sty* <f>')
from which; v.r e ohiain:
r'-^r, </>'=- 4>, (*>
end therefore
The transformation determined "by these equations may be record-
ed as co-founded: from two simpler geometric transformations, ere
of which considered "by itself is not determined "by rational
functions of a complex varirole. Let us introduce the auxiliai
transformation:-
r, f-- - <f> f &)
and therefore to obtain transformation (l) we .must after this
put r'z A?
f p', jpr ^
x'=5r^ V--3m_ #
/^urkhprdt-Rasor, Theory of Functions of a Coraplex Yarirble, pp39
••
I
A. Ihu^ti ons (4), ( 5) effect the t:-::dtio:i f:r: any complex
number to its conjugate, thus det ermining geometrically, a
re flection on the axis of re r Is.
3
,
The traiisfomr
t
ion determined fry equations ( 6) is call e
d
(on recount of the f i rst one of then) the trr ns f d r: -a i i 3:: fry
reciprocal rad i i v;ith refe rence t o the unit circle--also called
reflection on the uni t J^ircjle.
The transformation fry reciprocal radii has the property that
rubles ?re preserved, that is, that the angle of intersection
of tiro curves is equal to the angle of intersection of the
corresponding curves. The correctness of the Statement can
fre shown frest fry considering first the special case in which
one of the t-:o curves is a straight line through the origin.
Fig.X
Thus if PP 1 and Q.Q, r aretwo fairs of corresponding points
(Pig. 5" ), it then follows according to equation (6) that
_
•
0]
~ - CQ-OQ' -
and hence A OPQ **** A QQ f Pj
and in particular -
Z 4 P<? : jLOQ'P'. (8)

If -.76 allow tlie point Q to approach the point P along r
given curve, then the £dint TV approaches the point I'
upon the corresponding curve; PQ,, P'Q,' become the directions
of the tangents to the curves, ^- VP 1 the li: tit will >e
equal to zl O'P 1 ^' ?nd it therefor.- folIov,r s that in the limit
^ - r-^o \\ (9)
We notice further in this connection that the equality sign
refers only to the absolute value of the angle, the two angles
corresponding to each other are opposite in cense, and the
resulting theorem is completely formulated as follows:
Two curves corresponding to erch other form with any
straight line corresponding to itself, angles which are eipual
"but of opposite sense.
"oreover, since the angle between any two lines is equal
to the sum ( r* ifference^ res_: eet ively ) of the two angles which
the two lineJ* make with a third, it follows that:
C . The angle in which any two curves inters ~ct is equal in
the o^ _-o
s
ite sense to the angle of int ersection of the two
curve s which c o rrespond to the first two Toy the transf
o
rmati on
by reciproca 1 radii .
Since this transformation is of frequent occurrence, a
name is given to it as in the following definition,
D
. A transformation ttgfderr which $he angle between any two
curves is eeual to the angle between the corresponding curves,
is called a conformal representation (also isogonal re_r e sent-
L
at ion , or r mapping with preservation of angles , o r o ne
''similar in infinitesimal partis'
; \
^
Therefore, according as the sense of the angle obtained
is preserved, or changed, we speak of the representation as
lformal " wil tout " or - rig)
_.
terminology Theorem C is stated as follows:
E . The transformstion "bfj reciproc t 1 radi i is a. conform--
1
rcpr
e
gjents tion faith inversi on o f "lilies.
Reflection on the x-axis determined by equations (*:) or
(5) is a representation of the S"me king. If we now combine
transformations (4) a.nd (6) ifi order to obtain the original
transform tion (1), the two changes in the sense of the angle,
being opposites, mutually disappear. "7e can then say and it
is the most important result of this discussion:
F. The transformation effected by Z - "ST is a confonaal .
r ep r c s ent a t i o n without inversion of -wi^le?.
fa) "The characteristic property of the copy is that angles
are preserved, and that no change is made in the relative-
positions, and (save as a uniform magnification) no change is
made in the relative distance?- of points thrt lie in the
immediate vicinity of a given point. The leading feature of
this property is maintained over the whole copy for every
small element of area; out the magnification which is uniform
for each clement is not uniform over the whole of the copy."
A. R. Forsyth, So. P. F.R.3., Theory- of Functions of a Com-
plex Variable, p. 584. For a discussion of donformal repre-
k sentrtion from the standpoint of analytic functions see
7 Surkhardt->sor, Theory of Functions of a Complex Variable,
pp." 132-134, or ^urtiss, Analytic Functions of a Complex
Variable, pp. S0-65>.

2. Transition from the rime to the Sphere "by St ere o-
G-raphic Projection.,^ (Jorijlex numbex-s may be represenoeu by
tiie points on a spherical surface rs well as by points in a
plane. We proceed as follov/s:
A. Place a sphere of unit diameter on the xy- plane
(considered hori zontal) -so that it touches the plane at th e
o rigin 0, The highes t point of the sphere - 1 1 lat y.i e .v. 1 icH
lies diametric ally opposit e to 0- will he called 1 ffroin thi s
point f j project the po ints o f the plane _on the, spher.4 hy
strri yht line s. [_see Fig. C ),
This hind of projection has he en used since the earliest
times in cartography under the name of st ereographi c prejection
Its "lost important properties are the following:
B. To_each point of the plane the re corresponds one and
only one point of the sphere^ since each projector cuts the
sphere in only one point "besides the point 0'.
c
» !l^leLP^^^l2^SS'±L^:'2l2^ ~ — *"«X L/^»>^ O -JUC1 C Li.
respond s on e j?_3.iirt pjLJ&e jjlane. The point 1 is apparently
an exception; however, the theorem is made general "by supposing
as in previous paragraphs that the plane has one infintely
distant point and assigning this point to correspond to 0&.
3
• j_?__e_ach st raight line of the plane there corresponds
g^-gigcle_pf the sphere passing through^\i_**± conversely.
^purkhardt-Rrsor, op. cit. pp. 47-53 (with the exception of XV
•
•51
. T'TO SUCh ircles of the
angle as the. , two corresponding straight lines 'of tl
i rove theorem, let us
- a' 7 i throu zne vert ice TT
the plane of reference,
.
-q1 & 3 # ±110 wo.1 .i. G
at P make's with T P a solid rngle. The planes tangent to the
sphere at and cut this solid angle in two angles, the
first of which is the angle "between the straight lines of
the plane, while the second is equal to the angle between the
corresponding circles on the sphere, since its sides are
tangent to these circles. But "both of these planes are normal
to the plane of reference and their intersections ttT, 71
make with It I oppositely equal angles. (That is ^ n:c^Wj 1
,
5 th angle TTO'Oj ?.nd Z.-7 7T1- ^ O'O^
being measured by half of the same arc O' TT, ) Moreover, the
two tangent planes with reference to the edge of the solid
angle are antiparrllel (equally inclined toirr^ano. cut it
accordingly in the sane angle... hence, the two angles under
comparison are equal.
(l)7TT and PT are the projections ofTTP on the two tangent planes,
(z) If the intersection of the tangent planes is iTB
, lanelftTP.
8t.4 " Tir r.t.A '-TP and rt . ABTTr"= rt . ABTP. Hence, A ABir^^ABP.
ft
%
In this projection, points of the plane indefinitely near
each other are transformed into points indefinitely near e r ch
other on the sphere, and hence curves in the plane trnjent to
each other are transformed into curves tangent to e' oh other on
the sphere. Consequently, the following generalization of
Theorem S is &X once possible:.
J1
.
Any two curve s of the sphe r e cut each other at each
of the ir point s of intersect ion in the s.- me an ~:le as the
B^mmitu^- corresponding curves of the ^1-^ne / t the corrcs^o:'. '. g
joints of inte rsection .
We deduce further theorems With the aid of analytical
geometry. " r e introduce the
€
t 7\ , J rectangular space coordin-
ates of which the f- and the tj- axes coincide with the ::- and
y-axes of the (x + iy) -plane, while the positive direction of
the m£- axis is that of 00'. In this system of coordinates the
equation of the sphere is
The point
( f , ?i, if ) of "the sphere corresponds to the point of
the plane whose coordinates are x, y rnd the radius vector
r -
^ y **. To obtain the f- coordinate of this point on the
sphere and its distance^? from the£- axis, the similar
triangles '<pTT,JT <p0 , O'O P in Jig. 7 furnish the folic Ing
double proportion:
ffrom this it follows that

GO
and conversely,
3 ' Ij,^ *
_
r
By construction it follows thrt
*'pr * i : n : ^ ,
¥e fin-" therefore that
joint of tiie
as follows in terms of the coordinrtes of tlie
i
corresponding
point of the pl?.ne:
H, C onversely
>
the coo rdinates and rrdius vector of ?.
po int of the plane pre expressed as follov/s in terns o f the
coordinates o f the corresponding point of the sphere;
x
-TTi , A - &
The follov/ing theorem is obtained at once fro:n these
formulas s
I. .To. any circ le of the plme there corresponds a circle
of the spher e , and conversely .
Por, to the points of the plane satisfying the equation
of the circle
a r
% + bx + cy + d z 0^ &
there correspond the points of the sphere ifhose coordinates

54
satisfy the equation
df+ b i + ch+d(l- f)~~0. (8)
Bat this is the equation of a plane and it cuts the sphere in
a circle. This converse theorem, however, supposes the word
"circle" (in the plane) to he taken in its extended sens- to
include the- straight line.
V/e now transfer the geometrical representation of complex
numbers from the plane to the sphere:
3 • *£e assign to each point o f the sphere the s.-me compleS
number ;? xt iy which heretofo re b e 1onged "to its _s tereoj ; r v. h i c
pro j ection on the ^lan e.
Thus to the real numbers and the pure imaginaries, for
example, there correspond on the sphere the points on the
"meridians" y\ s and respectively; to the points of
absolute value 1, there correspond the points on the "equator"
'i = -7- , ho opposite conip 1 ex numb ers ( z and - z ) cor
r
r spond
points of the sphere which are symmetrical to the ^-axis, and
to conjugate complex numbers (x+ iy and x- iy) correspond
points symmetrical to the jf Jr - plane. To the number CP there
corresponds on the sphere just as to my other complex number,
one and only one point, \dz. 0',
By means of this interpretation of complex numbers on the
sphere we can now tell what transformation of the sphere into
itself is represented by the function z 1 z
-f» Let {x s y
v
end
t 7 1 ) two joints of the plane which correspond to each
•
other "by the transformation "by reciprocal radii in reference
to the unit eirelej and let ( ^ ) and ( g ^' ^) ] c
respectively their st ereo graphic projections on the sphere.
Then substitute in equations^?) of fart i ; the value of
x, y, r
2,
and , y', r ,x respectively from equations (o) of
the present part and from the corresponding equations with
p. c c ent ed . let t e r s , and We obtain
:
from these it follows that
lH n'-v. / L i -- - ^/-fx (9;
th- t is:
• ?he t rr n s fo rm? t i n "by reciprocal radii in reference
to the unit circle in th : plane corresponds, h_y st ere grajfthi
c
p roj ect ion on the
_
sphe re, to a reflec t ion on the eC[ua to ri aj.
The transformation of the plane into itself "by means of
z* m z^- is -^rfonied "b~ r first transformin ~ hv reci o^oc 1 r«
in reference to the unit circle and then reflecting on the
axis of real numbers. The corresponding transformation of th
sphere into itself is thus performed by two reflections, one
the equatorial plane rn-:1 the other on the meridan plane tj -
ITovj these two reflections on the two planes perpendicular to
each other are compounded "by merely ""Reflecting on the line
intersection of the two planes", thrt is, "by taking for e- ch
point another one symmetric?! to the first in reference to th

line of intersection. This transformation is performed also
"by Rotating thr sphere through 130° about this line of inter-
section ai an akis. Hence, vre strte the fol.lo-.vin3 theorem:
- • The t ran sfo rmat ion z 1 ^ z detej^mj^^^^
the sphere through 130* aoout the diameter passing through the-
_
pints z - 1 and 2 > -1,
In the plane the origin v?as an exception to the trans-
formation in that there was no proper point corresponding to
it. On the sphere, rs "re have seen, it is different, since the
origin corresponds to its opposite pole 0'. Hence We say
- • --he t r a n s f rr :a t i n 2 1 c ^ is. reversihl;;- - ;ae for r 11
points of the s phere; to__any_ point 2 there c r
r
e c- x . nd a y..r.l and
only one point j|
J
, and c diversely.
Zri: the geometrical representation *iven in I we infer
further that:
for the transf orm? tion z ! - 2'^there are two and only tcro
points 2 wh ich c oincide with their cor r e s
p
nd i n 3 points 2 ' , viz.
2 - 1. and z i
-X.
Hence
:
0. The steareo^r r
j'
- ic project ion of a plane oft a Sphere,
and the st ereo graphic Projection of a sphere on a plane a re
c onfomal representations
, since they correspond to the con-
formal representat ion 2 f r— in a plane.

J • :o~r.-phic Projection of a Sphere on a ylane.^The
sphere may he projects' Btereographieally upon, a plane as
follows (see 7i~.# ). Let the center of the sphere he takezi as
the origin of coordinates ^. vj, 3 of 9 point on the- 'sphere.
Let the points of the sphere he projected from the south pot'©
(v/hose coordin- tes are 0, 0, -l) u.;on the tangent plane at the
north pole and fake the Cartesian axes OX and Oy on the tanient
plane parallel to the axes 4 rnd <v\ respectively.; (The positive
directions of ac and y will correspond with those of £ - nd i\ »
respectively, since we are viewing the projection fry:_z "below. }
U
8
T1 r
-:e
TT) TIP
point P f (3 # tt> 5 ) on the sphere and let its projection
.ane. "be P [x t y) * Let <j> he the longitude of 3? 1
measured from the plane tj z 0, and let $ "be the north polar .
distance of I T ^see Pig. 9. ).
prohlem "by "urhhardt-ria.sor, op. cit.
9i
Pass a plane of reference ( Fig. S ) through 00** end .
Tiien
f 0M 0?
or 1+/ p , x
Hence j r - z p
Hence, j£ = a Jl_ , JL_ - ,
5 e * z
and /* si*(3*'-&)--
.'. %+LM z 3- 5ltt f ( COS J> -hi 5L>i ^)
. i s pencil of rays tj - j.g]
the origin making^ ^ with ray 0X-O and the parallels besome
circles with center at the origin and radius ?s 2 tr.n-^, (See
? ).
i
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*9.
_1T
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4. Conforreel .^presentation Determined oy the -" - y - '- ^-
We investigate now the conformal mapping of the rr -plane upoft
the vz-plane determined "by the function
wsloj (4)
0fo in this connection we keep in mind the principal value of the
logarithm. In the theory of the real logarithm of a real
positive number jz\ it is knov/n that such a logarithm trices on
real values continually increasing fro:: - <*towy> as \z\ in-
creases ttom too^ . Farther, $r continually increasing passes
from-7T to f-TT as z describes a circle about the origin in the
positive sense, starting at its intersection with the negative
x axis and returning to that pl-ce. Since a. circle ahout the
origin and a r-eius vector starting at the origin can intersect
in only one point it foliov/s that:
A . The principal value
v; : u +- iv
of the logarit^g takes on each finite c o:i^le:: value at one and
only one po in t of the ^ l a.ne provided the imaginary part y
sati sfies the inc rp.'.ality :
-7T< ^ +TT < (3)
But, expressed geometrically , this means that:
^ • ?l~-e z-plene cut along the half axis of negat ive real
the )o&dnthm MP"»i
numbers i s mapj>ed conformallv oy the priiici^ 1 Value oi^ the
parallel strip of the v;-^lane "bounds * .y the :.incs_ a - -7"T nd
= 4TT ,
urkhardt-~la sor: op. cit. 04-305.
c
Thus the parallels to the u-axis correspond to the rays
of the z-£lane starting at the origin, the pp.rr.Hels to the
V-axis correspond to the concentric circles about the origin
in the z-plane.
(Joins nov/ fro:.: the principal value to the other values of
the lo garithni, we find that:
G . The z-plane cut rlong th e h- If--.::
i
s of negative real
numbers i s napped "by the kth value o f the logarithm Uj>on that
strip of the v;-plane hounded h - the parallels:
_- ifitJL * - Dr.
The iBa|Ts of the z-plane upon the w-^lane determined by '
the different "branches of the lo ;;r rithmic function are there-
fore contiguous throughout the w-plrne and finally cover the
7/hole of it once without gaps, 3?rom this it follows that:
^» There is always one, and only on e> value of z (finite
and different from zero), for v/hich one of the values of log z
is _e eua l t o an arb i t rary
, jr e a
s
sign e d fin ite c o:;:^. lex jiuinh
e
r .
5 . rercator's Projection^ The p robi em d f : it 1 : i ft g ms p s of
the earth's surface "by allying the principles of stereogra^hic
projection and confornal representation is of great interest.
The discovery of the compass brought with it the idea of
steering a course mnhing with rll the meridians a constant
angle. This course was a. spiral and was crlled a rhumb line
or lorzodrome. If the earth'* surface [regarded r s a sphere)
be inverted fron ^ny point of the surface, say the north pole,
l±y ro
r problem, BurkhardtyRaso r j op. cit. pp. 307-303.

into a plane tangent at the soutn ^ole the meridians
pencil of rays through, tiie ori in the plane an . .. le-S
by isogonali
G) constant angle, that is, equiangular spirals.
so formed "by stereo graphic projection sufficient Iy
simple since the loxodromes ""ere the important line:: • A nap
was vented on ;;hich the loxodromes would appear as str~ ight
lines. This trae accomplished by mapping the inverse of the
sphere by means of w = log z. And this, then, is the principle
of TIercator ! s fro j ec tion.
If, in the st ereo graphic projection defined in part
( s°e all o Pig. 9 } v:e introduce a new complex variable ysuf iv
of the surface of the sphere usually call cat or * s
Pro j ection.
Let z - X t dh
and
Then w * -t
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On this map parallels of latitude end the meridians ere
represented by straight lines parallel to the axes of u and v,
respectively, (see Fig. JL0.)* The u and v values of part ^ ire
interchanged by making w= -i log z, hence we must place the
following rce
'
rlc- ion on our ma% ; -TT < "^TH. in order to
i-:.ve it singled Talued
.
6» Vel^-e o f llercator's and Stereographi c 1 ro j £ cti ons ' e
have already mentioned the fact that a rhumb line by Ilercrtor 1 s
Projection is a Straight line on the map. Hence, the map has
great value for navigatioJl. Its common use for world maps is
very misleading since the scale increases as v/e- go from the
equator toward the poles. Hence, a scale of miles on s map
of this type is impossible. The pole would "be represented by a
line v - oP
, hence the map is seldom extended "beyond 30* of
latitude
.
Since a regree is 1/350 part of a circle, the degrees of
latitude -re everywhere equal on a sphere, as the meridians are
all equal circles. The degrees of longitude, however, vary
in the same proportion as the size of the .parallels vary at
the different latitudes. The parallel of 50° latitude is just
one-half of the length of the equator. A s .uare-degree quad-
rangle at 50 of latitude has the same length north and south
as has such a quadrangle at the Equator, hut the extent east
and west is just one-half as great. Its area, then is approxi-
mately one-half the area of the one at the Equator. How, on
{A
)Dietz and A^ams, Elements of Map Projection, pp. 32-35.
*
7TIercator's Projection the longitude at 60 is stretched to
double its length, and hence the scale along the meridian hag
to "be increased an equal amount* The area is therefore increas-
ed fourfold. At 30" of latitude the erer is increasec to 36
.tires its real size, and at 39* an area would "be more than 5600
times rs large as an equal sized area at the Equator. I'his
excessive exaggeration of area is a most serious matter if the
map be used for general purposes. 7or instance, Greenland
shows large? than South America, but South America is nine ti.ies
as large as Greenland.
We must not lose sight, however, of the fact that by this
projection the whole inhabited world can be shown on one sheet.
Also by letting u ;>tu or<-TT ) we can extend the map to either
the east or west.
A stereographic projection is well adapted for mapping the
polar regions. As we recede from the pole of the tangent pl&Hi
to that of the point of projection the magnification increases
but slightly for regions near the pole. At 70 fror. the pole
the increa.se is less that at 70* it is less than 50^, but
at 90* , or the equator, the scale is about twice that- of regions
ne r r the pole. After the equator is crossed the magnification
increases too rapidly for practice.! purposes becoming infinite
at the south pole.
I
VII Summary
The diversity of the t spies covered has rrdo it :_uite
evident that the use of imaginable S ad an instrument in solu-
tion is not lir.iitec to rny one phase of mathematics, out has
a wide applioation.
Delloivr e 1 s The orem, rnd Its plic ?t ions
Assuming an elementary knowledge of the representation
of complex numbers, end operations with them, we started with
Be -ioivre ' e theorem which strt.es that (cos 6 4- i sin ^ )•" «
cos n 9 + 1 sin nO 9 We then made several applications yf this
analytical tool.
First we shewed "by use of the "binomial theorem that
cosine n 0and sine n can he expressed in terms of cosine 6 and
sine ^ as follows!
COSTS'- C n- t V M^H-^l^l t -»'*t 4* etc,
a • z • 3 - 4 •
where c s. cos^ and s - sin0 .
We then developed hy the use of the "binomial expansion the
following expressions for cosine ^r-nd sine & in terms of
multiple angles:
when n is even, and
when n is odd.
*
i sappears in e?ch of these cp.se s.
,
k is any integer arid then showing that the substitution of any
number of values for k gives only n distinct values of y Z. > We
showed that svery complex number, z - r{ eosp+i ; ir,0) has n,
and only n roots wliicto are given V r the formula
I, e +
where' k*0., 1, 2, , n-1.
3y writing the n roots of 1 as shown in the preceding
paragraph we showed that the n roots of the equation, z* - 1-0
are represented geometrically by the n lines (or their terminal
points) drawn from the origin as center to a circle, radius
unity, with one of the lines coinciding with the positive
direction of the x-axis, so that the circle is divided into n
equal partS|
In a stellar manner # using -1 instead of 1, we showed that
the n roots of the equation z
-*1
-hi=10are represented geometrically
by the n lines (or their terminal points) drawn from the origin
as center, to the circle, radius unity, the positive x-pxis
"being taken to hi sect the angle "between a pair of consecutive
lines, yd that the circle is divided into n equal ...arts.
Our next section dealt with, the character of the cube roots
of unity. We showed that the square of either of the imaginsry
cube roots of unity equals the other, and their product equals
unity.
w"e then extended our discussion to show that any two roots
of a i ird - . ^
' ly, z ~ i l U3
X
A
*c
i a
3
- X- _
By reducing the general cubic equation, ? d x-f -a^ x*3a^x+s
to the form, z*-#-?Hz = and letting z * u+ v, we showed by
analysis that the three roots can he expressed as
m '
the value ;iven above, x in this sas« equals i-
Jo
fnen (xV4H is ne.^rtire,- its sour re r ot is imaginary
and we have the so-called !l irreducible case". Y/e showed that
its solution c~n he effected by the use of Del.Ioivre's theorem,
which gives the roots as
z/ * n~ £ * zi^H cos-Z,
frori which x - ^
\7e closed this part of our worlc with a discussion of the
possibility of the construction of a regular polygon of 17 sides
by the use of ruler rnd compasses.
IPor this purpose we mrd.e use of the fact which we had
previously shown thrt the division of the circle into seventeen
equpl parts is equivalent to the solution of the equation z2'-! ~
We showed by rn elaborate analysis tlv t the trigonometric form
of the first and sixteenth roots ean he readily constructed by
the erection- of r single perpendicular provided we can first
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construct a line which equals
-
H-1Q7 '-*W \-^<°*+t zVTJ-U,(3^W -2(l-lp7)1l3+ -iMT?
:
8 ' 8
This line can he constructed by the methods of plane geometry
since it can he derived from the mown quantities by a finite
number of rational operations and square roots.
• fx
Rul er's Theorem, e^co s Q *f- i sin 9 .
¥e demonstrated the truth of Euler's theorem, e - cos 9 fi sin 9
"by showing that e as represented by infinite series equals
the sum of the two series which represent cos 9 end i sin 9,
respectively.
We established the same result "by writing Delloivre^ theorem
as (cos~ + i sin^-J , and letting n increase without limit. By
the theory of limits we showed that the limit cos 9 i sin 9
equals the limit e .
V/e showed "by a geometrical representation that the limit
^ L0 *
of {1 *""^T ) as n increases without limit is coi 9 <f-i sin 9. Since
we had previously shown that the limit of {1 '"^ J ^as n mcjreases
without limit, approaches the same limit as (cos— 4-i sin-^ ) as n
increases without limit, this figure demonstrated that (cos— .r sinsr
)
approaches cos 9 + i sin 9 as n increases without limit.
Prom Eulet's theorem we readily obtained that cos 9
r , and sin 9- :— , relations "which can
be shown to hold for any value of 9, whether real or complex.
By assuming a knowledge of imaginaries and exponentials,
and defining the sine and cosine as above, we showed how the
whole of trigonometry can be m-^e an easy application of algebra.
ft
Hgjgerbolic Func^ons
We replaced in L'uler's theorem by ilPand -i£J in turn.
By talcing half the sum and hp If the difference of these two
results we obtained respectively, that cos lv- M<
-i en tc7 - fr - .. - xpressions we defined respectively
the hyperbolic cosine and the hyperbolic sine of (} • The
hyperbolic tangent urs defined as the r tio of the hyperbolic
sine to the hyperbolic cosine, and the reciprocrls of the
hyperbolic sine, hyperbolic cosine rnd hyperbolic t.njent
were defined respectively, as the hyperbolic s-' cr.nf
,
hyperbolic
cosecant and hyperbolic cotangent
.
"Je stated that there existed a corresponding property of
or relation between hyperbolic functions for every property of
or relation oet een circular functions, rnd siiow how tn.es e
properties and relations can be derived by the use of exponen-
tials, or by the substitution of i^for u in the formulas of
circular functions,
*«Ve showed that each of the hyperbolic functions 1ms a
pure imaginary period of 2 i TT, and the hyperbolic tangent and
cot- nget have the smaller oeriod of iTT,
b "We then showed that the hyperbolic functions can be ex-
pressed as ratios of certain lines connected with the e puilateral
hyperbola, just as the circular functions en be expressed r s
rations of certain lines connected with the circle.
To obtain the inverse hyperbolic cosine of y, x=cosh y,
•/a cre c j sn x y - /jr . , we solved this last e: uati :n for x.
II
similar manner v;e obtained the following results!
sinh y £log (y Jfy*+1 ), tanh y - |log 1 ^ y , cot' y-r-g-log y_-f
7 - 1
yVlog liCZZ^ ' ^sch y = log ltR
From the periodicity of hyperbolic functions it follows
that the inverse functions are multiple valued. The particular
value of sinh y which lies between - IT ' ;H~> of sosn y
which lie? between ~:~d7r, and of tanh' y, which lies between
—§-TTand -'-7ris called the principal vain of sinh y, cosh y and
tanli y, respectively.
As an interesting case of the analdgy of the hyperbolic
functions and circular functions we showed how the roots of
a cubic equation, when one root is real and two are complex,
can be expressed by hyperbolic functions in s form analogous
to that by which the roots of a cubic equation, when all their
roots pre real, are expressed by circular function. Our
formulas are as follows. When all their roots are real we have
-X fe~^ 5L>1 23, b^($Ln f- zf~TtoS^)i where, y, 5^'* #
When one root is real and two are complex, we have either
or V
according as the coefficient of the x term is negative or
positive.
We closed our discussion of hyperbolics with a brief mention
of their use in applied m- them- tics.
r
Use oi Complex tenberg in the 3olutio n of Several I sola ted
Probl ems
writing a?+ h*+ cVd 2" and VpVV r* as : t§
in which the elements 'were complex Itumberg we showed th&% the
product of the two determinants ©an "be expressed as a single
determinant which represents the sum of four other s par res,
mV n*t P *4 (J* > or, expressed in words, that a product of two
factors each of which is the sum of four squares is itself the
sum of four squares.
We then showed that we can determine the partial
fraction corresponding to a factor xN-1 in the denomiir tor by
substituting i for X after the epaation with undetermined
coefficients has "been cleared of factions and is in the form,
F(x) s. (Ax+ E] (x-a ) (x-"b)V ^(xV l) . k pair of siasaltaneous
equations will be formed from which A and B can be readily
found.
lasy solutions for the integrals jc -
c ax
J e cos bx dx were found by the use of e ponent ia.1 forms for
sin bx and cos bx.
In the case of the solution of the linear differentia.!
equation with constant coefficients,
if some , o r al 1 of the roots of the a.ux i 1 i ~ ry e aua t i o n
/<„ ¥k 1 >77^" 4 -f -f kn „4 m 4 ky, *o
are complex, we showed that by grouping these roots as pairs
r
of conjugate complex numbers and substituting trigonometric
forms for the exponentials in the resulting terms of the
-
-
functio
-17 -
—iT Ior - ' "
stmts in the same, we c^n change these complex terms to real
terms. Each pair will then take the general form, 4?*(A tos^x
+'B$i7i(3X) ere arbitrary const: ts.
In tie case of the solution of the homogenous linear
prrtial differential equation with constant coefficients, if
we arrange the complex roots "by pairs of conjugate complex
$i + L[¥i - <k> ; md fa -i for
of the complementary function, the resulting expression^
will he real, when
<frif and 1^. are any real functions.
Conformal Hepresent?t ion, ane. _. Drrwins
e
4
T
-;e first showed that the trrnsformation z ' z — is
ouivalent to two simpler geometric trnisform- 1 ions,
which gives a conformal representation with inversion of
angles. Hence, the result of the tv.ro transformations is a
conforms.l representation without inversion of rngles.
Me then showed with the aid of solid analytic geometry that
if the points of a plane art projected on a sphere Q~ r stereo-
graphic projection, then the transformation 3'= — in a plane
corresponds to a rotation the s. here through 130° -"bout an axis
Lnd perpendicular to "both the other
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two axes of reference which have their origin at the center,
and conversely.
The stereograph! c projection of 8 plane on a .gpher§ or of
a sphere on a plane are conformal representations which corre-
spond to the conformal reprrr -•- ' tion z*-^-in a plane with a
poin + to point correspondence.
W*e then showed how a shpere can "be represented conformally
"by a st ereographic projection from the south pole ( coordinates
C, 0, -1) upon a plane tsngent at the north pole. The points
of our map fulfil the equation P =• 2 tan^(cos^ +- i sin<£ }
.
We then showed that the conformal mapping of the z-_.!ane
on the w-plane determined "by the function w - log z will jive
a point to point correspondence for the principal vaiue,* of
the logarithm provided the imaginary part v satisfies the in-
equality -7t < v4& +7T # This statement, express .". _ . etrically,
means that the s-plane cut along the half-axis of negative
repl numbers is mapped conformally "by the principal value of
the lo^rrithm upon the parallel strip of the W plane hounded
"by the lines v -
-7T, and v - +TT, 3?or each of the other values
of the logarithms there is a similar strip parallel to the one
mentioned ahove on which the map is repeated. If all the
values of the logarithm are considered the entire w-plane 'ould
he used, since the strips are contiguous.
".Ye then showed how we cm trrnsform our map of the sphere
pro }«c"t7o*i
formed "by stereo graphic^ into a conformal representation in
which rhumb lines will he straight "by the so-called Uercator*s
Projection. Our equation for this Change is ws -i logf^r).
r
^11° rerr o + or' " Proiection h? s -?^r? t value for navj !£*1 ~i oi -1
since a rhumb line is straight , but its use for world maps
is misleading since the magnification increases as we jo from
tixc equator. We
_ can i however^ represent ohe v/nole mhaoxoed
world on one sheet, and cp.n extend it to either the east or
1.7est t as desired. The stereo "*raphi c projection is particular!
adapter ior mapping; ohe poler regions, .oecause 01 the zaajni-
ficat ion it is not practical to extend such a :nap beyond the
equator,
\
f
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